
New LED Candles From Smart Candle Provide
Easy, Effortless Wedding Décor Ideas

/EINPresswire.com/ Perfect for indoor or outdoor

settings, flameless candles from Smart Candle glow with

the soft light of the real thing. Wedding décor is brighter

and more realistic with the breathtaking ambiance these

high-quality candles provide.

LED candles are becoming a popular choice for wedding

planners and brides, offering the flickering glow of

candlelight without the added worry. Smart Candle, the

global leader of flameless candles and LED lighting

products, offers battery-powered LED candles that are

hard to differentiate from the real thing. These hand-

molded candles with a wax finish look and feel like

traditional candles, but are able to go places other

candles can't. 

Basic LED candles have come a long way since their inception. Smart Candle offers TruFlame™

technology, representing years of research and development. With the perfect balance of color

and light, these candles use an efficient LED light that simulates the flicker of a candle flame

using an LED light. Smart Candle takes this technology one step further by using enhanced LED

technology to force light to the outside of the candle, which creates a more realistic glow. With

multiple timer settings, these candles make it easy for customers to control their ambiance with

ease.

For brides that have been limited in their wedding décor choices due to budget restrictions,

Smart Candle’s battery operated LED candles are a great option. Many wedding venues have

restrictions on open flames and candles are banned from ceremonies and reception halls. Some

brides choose to avoid open flames because of wedding dress fabrics or décor fabrics that

would be sensitive to damage if they caught on fire.

Outdoor wedding spaces are also a problematic setting for traditional candles.  Strong winds can

easily extinguish a candle’s flame. The longevity of a traditional candle also pales in comparison

to the hours of bright flame that an LED candle provides.

http://smartcandle.com


About Smart Candle:

For the past 10 years, Smart Candle has been globally recognized as the market leading brand in

flameless candles and LED lighting products. Smart Candle is proud to provide high-quality LED

products to commercial and retail customers in more than 50 countries.
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